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Abstract 

In recent years, cloud computing services based on smart phones and other mobile terminals 

have been a rapid development. Cloud computing has the advantages of mass storage 

capacity and high-speed computing power, and it can meet the needs of different types of 

users, and under the background, mobile cloud computing (MCC) is now booming. In this 

paper, we have put forward a new classification-based virtual machine placement (CBVMP) 

algorithm for MCC, and it aims at improving the efficiency of virtual machine (VM) 

allocation and the disequilibrium utilization of underlying physical resources in large cloud 

data center. By simulation experiments based on CloudSim cloud platform, the experimental 

results show that the new algorithm can improve the efficiency of the VM placement and the 

utilization rate of underlying physical resources.  
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the integration and development of the computer and the network 

communication technology, smart phones and mobile Internet are developing rapidly, and 

cloud computing services, based on smart phones or other mobile terminals, arise at the 

historic moment. The existing computing power and storage capacity of terminals and some 

services of mobile Internet have been more difficult to meet the needs of users. However, 

cloud computing has advantages of mass storage capacity and high-speed computing power, 

and it can meet various application needs of mobile users. So cloud computing applications 

of mobile terminals will be an inevitable trend in future development [1] [2].  

To meet the needs of different types of mobile users, the development in mobile cloud 

computing (MCC) is now so rapid. Paper [3] has designed a new architecture for emerging 

heterogeneous mobile network. Paper [4] has proposed a framework for resource allocation 

to the mobile applications. A lightweight service migration framework for computational 

offloading in the deployment of runtime distributed platform has been proposed in Ref. [5]. 

The latest developments in MCC also boost a growing interest in the deployment of 

vehicular cyber-physical systems (VCPS) and Things of Internet [3], [6]. Enhancing the 

energy efficiency and battery power of mobile devices is also the challenge of MCC [7], [8].  

For cloud computing and MCC, virtualization is a key technology, so the virtual machine 

(VM) is a kernel component of virtualization. Virtualization is a mechanism to create virtual 

instances of equipments or resources. Under a performance guarantee, virtualization can run 

multiple operating systems on one host at the same time. The VM placement and migration 

technology can be used in resource equilibrium, server consolidation, and hotspot migrate, 

etc [9][10]. Therefore, the VM placement problem is the hinge of scheduling and 

management in cloud data center. It is to decide to how put the VMs on which physical host 

to work, thus it can make the most efficient use of the available resources, reduce energy 

consumption and ensure the quality of service, etc. So a good VM placement algorithm has 

very profound significance.  

According to the dynamic changes of the load application, and through the VM migration 

and dynamic local-scaling technology which maps the virtual machine’s resources to the 

physical hardware resources, and the VM placement technology aims to gain the 

improvement of the VM service response performance, resource utilization, energy 

efficiency, and to maintain the stability of the VM service as much as possible. The existing 

algorithms for the VM placement are mainly to optimize and calculate the effectiveness and 

efficiency of using resources. The VM is allowed to share computing power and other 

resources of physical host, and maximize use of computing resources. Another method is to 
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calculate the minimum cost of computing resources, or reduce energy consumption, etc.  

In this paper, we will discuss the problem of the VM placement for MCC, which provides 

limited-bandwidth and other limited resources. The technical aim of the paper is to propose 

an algorithm for the VM placement in MCC. In comparison with the existing literature on 

similar work, this paper has the following major contributions:  

 To classify the VMs according to request resources, and to propose a new algorithm for 

virtual machine placement in MCC.  

 To improve the quality of user access and reduce the response time for applications, by 

reducing the number of scanning for the VMs, and completing the first optimization of 

the VM scheduling.  

 To improve the equilibrium utilization of physical machine resources to avoid physical 

machine unnecessary wastage of resources.  

In the following sections, we first discuss existing research work on the algorithms for the 

VM placement in MCC in Section 2. Section 3 presents a classification-based virtual 

machine placement (CBVMP) algorithm in MCC. The experimental results and performance 

analysis of the algorithm are presented in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.  

2. Related works 

The existing algorithms for the VM placement include random packing [11], integer 

programming [12], constrained programming [13][14], randomized greedy [15], simulated 

annealing [16], genetics and evolution 0[19], ant colony algorithms and so on. These 

algorithms are trying to solve disequilibrium in resource use of physical hosts in different 

dimensions, high consumption, and high rate of resource waste, and so on [20]. Therefore, in 

general, the VM placement problem needs to consider the influence of network factors, the 

resource needs, the VM hardware conditions, and the expected allocation target. For resource 

needs, the VMs not only consider one kind of resource needs, but also take a variety of 

resource needs into account, and undoubtedly, CPU and memory are the two most important 

resources. For high energy consumption problem, generally we should consider server-side 

constraints. At present, there are already some heuristic methods for the VMs integration 

problem. These methods, based on the needs of the VM resources and the capacity of 

physical hosts, decide which host should be a VM instance put on, and then achieve the 

purpose of using the least physical hosts [21][22]. Van et al. [14] define the VM batch 

deployment in cloud computing as a constraint satisfaction problem, and it is a typical NP-

hard problem. Hyser et al. [23] point out that VMs allocation is a complex problem in large-

scale data center. An improved best-fit decreasing algorithm is proposed in Ref. [24], and 

this is used for the power-aware VM allocation and the heuristic method of adaptive 

migration based on threshold. Paper [25] puts forward a new optimization problem called 

min cut ratio-aware VM placement (MCRVMP) and introduces several heuristics to solve it. 
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A scheduling algorithm is proposed based on scores in Ref. [26], and it puts each VM in the 

physical machine of the maximum score, so it is actually a crawler algorithm. Van et al. [14] 

propose a constrained programming algorithm that under the constraints that meet service-

level agreement and operation cost, it can reduce the number of physical hosts, and at the 

same time make the maximize global utility function.  

The disequilibrium resource utilization of physical hosts means, at the allocation of the 

VMs, the data center has disequilibrium utilization between different dimensions of 

resources (such as CPU and bandwidth) in physical machines, and then it causes a resource 

waste problem. Sun et al. [27] establish a double objective optimization model, and propose 

a VM allocation algorithm based on matrix transformation. This algorithm firstly sets up a 

VM request queue matrix, cluster matrix and initialization allocation matrix, and then 

through matrix transformation to get optimal results. Wang et al. [27] put forward a multi-

objective VM allocation algorithm based on genetic evolution, under the consideration of 

genetic evolutionary algorithm, through heuristic iterative variation to do virtualized 

allocation. Lu et al. [29] propose a two-stage VM merge algorithm. In first stage, they use a 

polynomial approximate resource equilibrium scheme to adjust the allocation of the different 

VMs, and in second stage, through the queuing model to adjust the load difference between 

underlying physical resources to reduce the disequilibrium.  

With the development of MCC, how to carry out the placement of the VMs is needed to 

consider special environments of MCC. The existing VM placement strategies focus on 

resource utilization and effectiveness, but often ignore the influence of networks to the user 

experience, and these allocation strategies will lead to assign the VMs which run 

applications far from the related host.  

3. A classification-based virtual machine placement algorithm 

In this section, we firstly present the system architecture for MCC, and it takes users’ 

accessing quality and resource equilibrium into account. And then, we propose a new 

classification-based virtual machine placement (CBVMP) algorithm. Firstly, the algorithm 

classifies the VMs that request resources, and completes the VM scheduling objective 

optimization for the first time. Secondly, based on the multidimensional natures of physical 

host resources (CPU, memory, etc.), the algorithm matches the resources that VMs need with 

the resources of the rest physical machines. Finally, the algorithm finds the most appropriate 

VM to complete resource allocation and ends the VM placement job.  

3.1 System architecture for MCC 

Paper [30] has proposed a VM placement algorithm by network awareness based on MCC 

architecture. This algorithm creates a new VM that is assigned to a computing node (CN). 

The target is, in a vulnerable, poor reliability mobile network, as far as possible to reduce the 
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service response time between storage nodes (SNs) and CNs. In strictly accordance with the 

proposed architecture, this algorithm stores data on the SNs and places the VMs in the CNs. 

Assuming that a mobile application data is divided to m data pieces (DPs), and these DPs are 

respectively stored in n SNs. The distribution of data can be represented as a matrix DDP,SN:  

 

        
       

   
       

  

 

Here, dij represents the size of DPs i stored on SN j.  

For CNs, the bandwidth between them and SNs is known, so it can use another matrix 

BCN,SN to express the bandwidth between each CN and SN:  

 

        
       

   
       

 

 
 

Here, the bij represents the size of the bandwidth between CN i and SN j. 

Then, through formula (1) can get the service response time matrix TDP,CN of each VM:  

 

       
      

      
                             (1) 

 

It can be seen form matrix TDP,CN that, under the condition of that the amount of requested 

data is fixed, larger the bandwidth between CNs and SNs, shorter the service response time. 

Thus, we have found the most important factor of affecting service response time is 

bandwidth.  

3.2 VMC process 

Through the above analysis, this paper determines the first step and scheduling goal is that, 

by looking up the biggest bandwidth requesting one in the VMs and classifying it, to 

decrease the number of scanning times and improve the efficiency of the VM scheduling, 

thus achieve the goal of optimizing overall service response time.  

Optimizing scheduling efficiency means that how to quickly find out the most meet 

customers' requirements one in a large number of the VMs. In order to improve the 

efficiency of scheduling algorithm and reduce the time of finding a suitable VM, we can 

reduce the number n of the VMs. The number n is smaller, the time of handling request is 

shorter, and the scheduling performance is higher. 

Considering that reduces the number of the VMs to improve VM scheduling effectiveness, 
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the first step of the new algorithm is improved on the basis of ISODATA [31]. We have 

developed a VM classification (VMC) to classify the VMs according to the resource types. 

This process will divide a huge number of the VMs into K similar physical collections, so in 

dealing VM scheduling, the cloud data center will only send access request to each VM 

collection. Because of the similarity of the VM resources, they become a new type of similar 

resources, so it can greatly reduce the number of different types of the VMs and reduce the 

request time when allocating.  

Based on the heterogeneity of the VMs, the VMC should dynamically create a parameters 

expert database, and the VM parameters is as follows: U is the expected number of the VM 

types, θc is the minimum distance between two cluster centers, θn is the lower bound of the 

number of the VMs in each category, L is the largest cluster number that is allowed to merge 

each iteration, and T is the allowed maximum number of iterations. Due to the value of U 

will be greatly subjective, and it may cause lower actual classification performance. 

Therefore, compared with ISODATA, we have made following optimization in the VMC 

process:  

1) according to matrix TDP,CN in formula (1), it can be seen the bandwidth impact, so this 

VMC process uses the bandwidth between CNs and the SNs as cluster attributes and 

calculating coordinates to complete host classification.  

2) It can reduce multiple initialized parameters as follows: a) initializing cluster center. 

Because the parameters expert database in ISODATA has stored the number U of virtual 

host types, the VMC process can extract from different classes of hosts to initialize cluster 

center at any time. b) According to the actual classification requirements, the VMC process 

uses the distance between the virtual hosts as the standard that whether splitting.  

The VMC process is divided into three stages:  initializing environment, and computing 

cluster information,  judging split, and merging operation,  doing split operation or 

doing merge operation.  

The algorithm of the VMC process is as follows:  

 

Algorithm 1. VMC process 

Input: K // K ← U 

           // virtual host set 

            // initial cluster center 

Output: K virtual machine sets 

 

1: for T do 

2: 
 according to the Euclidean distances of virtual hosts and initial cluster center to classify the 

VM neighbors together 

3: 
 

adjusting cluster center    
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4: 

 
calculating   

     
 

  
           

           //the distance between each virtual host 

and cluster centers 

5: 
 

calculating total average distance    
 

 
     

     
    

6:  for K do 

7:   if the cluster’s host number Nk<θn then 

8:    cancel this category 

9:    K ← K - 1, and jump out of this loop 

10:   else if K≤U/2 or (  
        and Nk>2(θn+1)) then // split cluster 

11: 
   calculating        

    //the maximum value of        
    difference value between 

the bandwidth of VMs and that of cluster center 

12: 
   splitting    into two new cluster centers   

  ←    +        
   ,   

  ←    - 

       
    

13:    K ← K + 1, and jumping out of this loop 

14:   else if the number of iterating times is even number or U≥K≥U/2 then // merge cluster 

15: 
   calculating all cluster centers’ distance                              

      

16: 
   comparing with Dij and θc, arrange the cluster that meet Dij<θc of the ascending order, 

then create set       
      

        
 . Here,                     

17: 

   merging two cluster centers     and     that distance equals      
 to get a new center 

  
  

 

       
                           

18:    K ← K – 1, and jumping out of this loop 

19:   end if 

20:  end for 

21:  if it is the last iteration calculation then  

22:   θc ← 0 

23:   end this algorithm 

24:  else T ← T + 1 

25:  end if  

26: end for 

3.3 Resources equilibrium 

The first step in the VM placement algorithm, we have completed the initial classification of 

the VMs, and it can quickly find the suitable VM sets from huge VM clusters according to 

resource requests. But it is not enough, after the VMC by the algorithm, and the output result 

is still a set of VMs. How to find the most appropriate VM from the optimized VM set to 

complete VM placement will be the second step to be considered.  
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The first step of the algorithm is to solve the problem of task response time, likely, it will 

assign multiple tasks in larger bandwidth the VM, but the smaller bandwidth VM will be 

assigned rarely tasks, then it will cause disequilibrium distribution. So the second step is to 

balance all kinds of resource allocation in the VM.  

According to the multi-dimension of physical host resources, the VM placement should be 

resource equilibrium between each degree resources, and guarantee the similarity of them. 

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of resources equilibrium situation.  

 

 

(a) Disequilibrium method          (b) Equilibrium method 

Fig. 1. Multi-dimensional resource equilibrium of physical hosts 

 

In Fig. 1(a), CPU utilization has been as high as 90%, but memory utilization is only 80%. 

Because each VM request includes CPU and memory resources, it makes that CPU 

utilization is full that the physical host cannot bear more VMs, and then causes 20% of 

memory resources are idle. In Fig. 1(b), the utilizations of CPU and memory all have 

reached 90%, and the utilization of each dimension is in equilibrium, and physical hosts have 

played the best benefit. Therefore, in physical hosts, more balanced each dimension 

resources, more fully used can be physical resources.  

3.4 CBVMP algorithm 

In order to make the VM resources that wait to be distributed matching with mobile 

equipment remaining resources to some extent, and find the right VM from the VM set that 

be output of the first step of placement algorithm. We have proposed the CBVMP algorithm. 

It uses the angle between two given vectors to measure the similarity between the VMs and 

the remaining resources of mobile devices and complete the VM placement at same time. 

With shielding physical storage properties, the VM requests are a two-dimensional vector 

            , and the remaining resources of mobile equipments are also a two-

dimensional vector             . As long as     and     are two paralleled vectors, it can 

guarantee, after physical hosts bearing the VM, each dimensional resources are relatively 

balanced. Therefore, in this paper, we use the angle between two given vectors to measure 

effects, that smaller the angle, more balanced the resources. The formula of the angle is as 
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follows:  

 

           
      

          
                           (2) 

 

Therefore, in order to optimize the equilibrium rate, we need to minimize the angle 

between two given vectors.  

In the VMC process, the VM requests are dynamically divided into K classes, and these K 

classes are concurrently allocated to the VMs. The algorithm puts K as the input parameter, 

and divides n sets into K clusters, that ensure the high similarity in clusters and low 

similarity between clusters. At the same time, it uses Euclidean distance to complete 

neighbor clusters, and then repeatedly uses Euclidean distance formula to shrinking clusters, 

finally gets the optimal mapping set of the VMs and physical machines.  

The specific process of the CBVMP algorithm is as follows:  

 

Algorithm 2. CBVMP algorithm 

Input: V{v1,…, vn} // VM request set 

Output: mapping set of the target VM ID and physical machine ID 

 

1: if V>K then 

2:  convert the VM requests to              

3: 

 
calculating the value of the angle      using the formula            

      

          
 and the fixed 

vector <1,1> 

4:  sorting      in ascending order 

5:  choosing K initial points as the center in ladder way 

6:  while K is one of the initial points do 

7:   traversing the set V{v1,…, vn} 

8:   calculating the Euclidean distance between the VM and the K center points 

9:   completing neighbors cluster, and forming K clusters 

10:   recalculating each cluster center 

11:  end while 

12: end if 

4. Performance evaluation and discussion 

4.1 Simulation Setup 

We tested the CBVMP algorithm in simulation platform CloudSim3.0. For the two steps of 

this algorithm, firstly, we have used classification process to the VMs, and run the greedy 
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algorithm and the genetic algorithm based on the pre-processed classification of the VMs, 

and compared the two algorithms performance between before and after, and we can see that 

the classification process can reduce the time consumption in the VM allocation. Secondly, 

we have compared the CBVMP algorithm with the greedy algorithm and the genetic 

algorithm, and the results show that the CBVMP algorithm not only can greatly reduce the 

VM placement time, but also can achieve the equilibrium utilization of resources.  

We have created a data center, and each data center contains several hosts, each host is 

described by CPU, memory, bandwidth. Here, CPU performance consists of the number of 

CPU cores and the MIPS of CPU. The parameters are as follows: 

1) Bandwidth 

According to the features of wireless networks [18], we set up a bandwidth set of the VMs, 

and it is as follows: {2.4, 3.2, 3.5, 5, 6, 7, 7.2, 8, 8.5, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 16}. 

2) Physical machine 

Using randomly generated strategy, we define a new class: DatacenterCharacteristics, 

and it can generate corresponding data centers and physical hosts. We randomly generate 

four types of physical hosts to simulate the natural heterogeneous underlying environment. 

The eight types of parameters are as shown in Table. 1. Based on four types of physical 

hosts, we can generate multiple physical hosts using random strategy again.  

 

Table 1. Parameters of physical hosts 

Class CPU number CPU speed Memory capacity 

G1 1 1000 1 

G2 2 1000 3 

G3 3 1000 6 

G4 4 1000 10 

G5 1 1500 1 

G6 2 1500 3 

G7 3 1500 6 

G8 4 1500 10 

 

 

3) VM allocation request 

According to the randomly generating condition of physical machines, using random 

strategy again to generate a VM allocation request queue, and get the VM queue 

DatacenterBroker that meets CloudSim platform. For example, the number of CPUs is 

randomly generated from 1 to 4, and the memory capacity is randomly generated between 

1G - 8G. The number of the VMs that request to be allocated is set by 500, 1000, 1500 and 

3000.  
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4.2 Results and analysis of the VMC process 

We run the greedy algorithm and the genetic algorithm based on the pre-processed 

classification of the VMs. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the impact of the task number of VM 

clusters on a mobile host on the task response time of VMs based on the greedy algorithm 

and genetic algorithm before and after the VMC process. 

 

Fig. 2. Task response time for task number 

(VMs number is 500) 

 

Fig. 3. Task response time for task number 

(VMs number is 3000)

 

From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we see a straightforward dependency: when the VM request 

number is 500, the effect of acceleration is not particularly obvious, and performance 

improvement is also limited, and also compression between two lines is narrow. But when 

3000, accelerating effect is clearly better. Greedy algorithm’s own performance is relatively 

excellent, but genetic algorithm is relatively complex, that involves selection, crossover and 

mutation process. So when using the VMC process after preprocessing, the optimization 

effect is relatively obvious, especially when the VMs number is lager, speedup will be more 

obvious by the VMC process.  

To summarize, it can be seen that the VMC can effectively accelerate greedy algorithm 

and genetic algorithm. Here, the overall task response time is the sum of time from searching 

the most appropriate VM to completed tasks, and we control this time through reducing the 

VM cluster dimension. Because the VMC will always choose the one that has the biggest 

bandwidth as the target, and so the response time will be gradually increased with better VM 

being used. But regardless of how to increase the number of the VM cluster, the VMC 

process we have proposed can accelerate these two algorithms very well.  

4.3 Results and analysis of the CBVMP algorithm 

We run the CBVMP algorithm, the greedy algorithm and the genetic algorithm based on the 

pre-processed classification of the VMs. Fig. 4-7 show the impact of the task number of the 

VM clusters on a mobile host on the task response time of the VMs.  

From Fig. 4-7, we see a straightforward dependency: it can be seen that the CBVMP 

algorithm, for the overall task response time, compared with other two algorithms, has been 
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obviously improved. When the VMs number is a given value, with the increase of tasks that 

submitted to the VM, the growth of task response time of the CBVMP algorithm is not large, 

but other two algorithms are very large. Meanwhile, when tasks have been more than 40, the 

CBVMP algorithm have played a big role in reducing response time. It is can be imaged that 

when we continue to submit tasks, the task response time will no longer obviously increasing. 

The VMs number grows, and a suitable VM becomes more and more difficult to be found, 

so the CBVMP algorithm can make a clear advantage, and this has the very vital significance 

for mobile devices on multitasking improvement.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Task response time for task number 

(VMs number is 500) 

 

Fig. 5. Task response time for task number 

(VMs number is 1000)

 

 

Fig. 6. Task response time for task number 

(VMs number is 1500) 

 

 

Fig. 7. Task response time for task number 

(VMs number is 3000)

Fig. 8-11 show the impact of the task number of the VM clusters on a mobile host on the 

resource equilibrium rate. We see a straightforward dependency: when VMs number 

increases from 500 to 3000, the improvement of task response time is always very obvious, 

while the number of the VMs is 3000 and the number of tasks is 50, the task response time is 

never more than 200s. At the same time, compared with other three groups of test, it can be 

found that task response time becomes smaller, and the change of task response time of the 
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CBVMP algorithm is not more than 100s, while, in other two algorithms, task response time 

is almost double. 

 

Fig. 8. Resource equilibrium rate for tasks 

number (VMs number is 500) 

 

Fig. 9. Resource equilibrium rate for tasks 

number (VMs number is 1000)

 

 

Fig. 10. resource equilibrium rate for tasks 

number (VMs number is 1500) 

 

Fig. 11. resource equilibrium rate for tasks 

number (VMs number is 3000) 

 

From Fig. 8-11, we can see the resource equilibrium rate of the CBVMP algorithm is 

always better than other two algorithms, but as the rise in the VM number, resource 

equilibrium rate also will continually decline. Also we can see that, when the VMs number is 

small, these three algorithms in resource equilibrium rate are actually close, and when 3000, 

one of other two algorithms has a quite obvious decline, but CBVMP algorithm is still 

relatively stable. So, CBVMP algorithm, in multitasking, huge and complicated network 

environment, is good to maintain resource equilibrium. 

5. Conclusion and future work 

This paper has proposed a VM placement algorithm called the CBVMP algorithm. It aims at 

solving low efficiency in the VM allocation in the large cloud data center and disequilibrium 

utilization of physical machine resources. Firstly, we have discussed influence factors of the 
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user experience, and obtained that the network bandwidth between CNs and SNs is one of 

the important factors that affects the response time. While, the VM is placed on the CNs, so 

the allocated bandwidth of the VM will determines the value of the whole task response time, 

and the bandwidth will be the key influence factor in the algorithms. Because of this 

background, we have changed a series of parameters of the existing ISODATA algorithm 

that decides bandwidth as the key factor to classify the VM cluster. Second, our main 

purpose is, through the multi-objective optimization, to reach the better performance of the 

VM placement. In order to solve this problem, we finally chose the CPU and memory as 

factors. We have arranged the VM allocation requests of ascending order by resource 

equilibrium rate, and divided the VMs into K classes by request resources quantity and 

equilibrium rate. Finally we have concurrently mapped the VM with K classes. In addition, 

because each type of the VM resource is relatively balanced, we can further ensure, after 

mapping, each dimension resource is balanced in underlying hosts.  

Greedy algorithm, genetic algorithm and CBVMP algorithm belong to the class of 

heuristic algorithms. Greedy algorithms follow the problem solving heuristic of making the 

locally optimal choice at each stage with the hope of finding a global optimum, and genetic 

algorithms have a tendency to converge towards a locally optimal choice rather than the 

global optimum of the problem. In the problem of virtual machine placement for mobile 

cloud computing, the CBVMP algorithm yields the best one of the three sub-optimal 

solutions that approximates an optimal solution in a reasonable time. In the future work, we 

will consider more factors and economic costs, in addition to the response time, we also can 

take network topology, throughput and other factors into account.  

In addition, in the cloud data center, physical hosts have heterogeneous characteristics. 

Especially under the environment of mobile Internet, smart phones’ battery problem still 

lagged behind the development of the phone itself. In the future, we will focus on saving 

energy consumption, and combine with green cloud computing. 
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